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Dear Reader,

What if the idea of your birth was conceived in a Panamanian jail, brought into reality  
on a transcontinental money-laundering run through the Amazon jungle, and  
registered under false passports by an underworld fixer? What if you were born  
a ghost, untraceable, with Interpol hunting you from your very first breath?

This is the true story of an epic thirty-year escape from the most powerful international 
law enforcement agencies, and how I was born right into it. 

But ultimately, despite all the countries, forged passports, and midnight escapes, it is 
the story of a family. Of me trying to hold us together, and the terrible consequences 
of two men locked in a power struggle that would break up our once tight-knit gang of 
five, and nearly destroy my mother. Nowhere Girl is the story of having to make a choice 
between what you know is right and losing your father’s love. Of being twenty-three and 
forced to confront the ultimate questions: Who are you? And who would you be, if you 
had everything to gain and nothing left to lose?

For a long time, I felt that having such a strange and often traumatic childhood had 
marked me, had made it impossible for me to be understood by others, or to connect 
with the outside world. To ever have a good life. It was only when I forced myself to open 
up, make friends, and talk about what I had survived that I realized a lot of other people 
had gone through similar challenges. Perhaps not as many challenges, but enough that 
we could genuinely connect with each other. I decided to write Nowhere Girl because 
I realized how many of us carry some sort of shame or fear about not fitting in, which is 
often never voiced. But if we do speak, the very act of baring our darker experiences 
actually brings people closer, rather than creating the judgment we so fear. 

I hope this book will show readers that no matter what happens to you, the rest of your 
life doesn’t have to be defined by it. The best part of being an adult is that you get to 
change your destiny—and you get to create your own family. Thank you for reading 
Nowhere Girl, and for becoming a part of this story.

A NOTE FROM THE AUTHOR
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1. Cheryl’s parents may have contributed to her strong 
sense of self, and also negated her sense of self. Do 
you think Cheryl’s childhood on the run gave her other 
strengths? What, if any, were the positive aspects? 

2. Cheryl accuses her father of not ever loving her. Do you 
think that's true? 

3. Cheryl believed her family was running from Interpol,  
but do you think it’s possible there were other reasons 
that Cheryl’s father was uprooting them? If so, what were 
those reasons?

4. How do you think the family situation contributed to 
Cheryl’s brother’s abuse? Are secrets always harmful? 

5. When Cheryl 's brother disappears, no one in the family 
speaks of it. What effect does that have on Cheryl? 

6. How do you think having Crohn's Disease helped Cheryl 
eventually escape from her father?

7. What responsibility does Cheryl 's mother bear for what 
happened in this story?

8. In what ways were Cheryl 's grandfather and father 
similar? In what ways were they different?

9. Besides the right to travel and work legally, what do you 
think finally obtaining her identify papers gave Cheryl? 
Why were they so important to her?

10. It has been said that happiness is a form of courage.  
Do you think that pertains to Cheryl’s story? How so? 

NOWHERE GIRL: QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION
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Danish
Pengene er blevet hvidvasket.
The money has been cleaned. 

Japanese
Shimon wo fuite o kaimashita ka?
Did you wipe your prints? 

Spanish
Necesito un abogado.
I need a lawyer. 

Arabic
Ana la aerif ma aladji tatahadath eanh.
I don’t know what you’re talking about. 

Malinke
Ikana ignalo ikofe.
Don’t look back. 
 
French
Brûle tout ce qui a mon nom dessus!
Burn everything with my name on it! 
 
German
Wann geht der erste Flug von hier raus?
When is the first plane out of here? 

USEFUL PHRASES FOR FUGITIVES

A life of fleeing from international law 
enforcement can be hard even before  
you factor in language barriers. In case 

you ever find yourself on the run, 
Cheryl Diamond has curated translations 

of some phrases you might need to  
get by—and get away.
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NOWHERE GIRL: THE MAP
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Nowhere Girl tells the story of a childhood lived 
across more than a dozen countries, on five 

continents, under six assumed identities. Use this 
map, with annotations by Cheryl Diamond, as a 

cheat sheet for your book club’s discussion of the 
crucial episodes in her globe-hopping journey. If you 

yet haven’t finished Nowhere Girl, be warned that 
there may be spoilers ahead.

1. Kashmir, India—Where I barely escaped being held at gunpoint.

2. Capetown, South Africa—Where I learned how to fight.

3. Vancouver, B.C.—Where we left everything behind and burned our identities in a midnight escape.

4. Heidelberg, Germany—Where I started to realize that the most dangerous people might not be the ones chasing us.

5. Panama City, Panama—Where my father was arrested by special forces and jailed for a month.

6. Brazil—Where my parents bought fake passports in the hopes of erasing our pasts.

7. A Motel Room Somewhere in North Carolina—Where my parents' true story finally came to light.

8. Columbus, Ohio—The last place I saw my brother.

9. New York City—Where I arrived alone, at age sixteen, with just my cat and $300.

10. Hollywood, Florida—Where my father and I had our final showdown.

11. Luxembourg—Where my case to establish a real identity went all the way to the Supreme Court.

12. Berlin—Where I faced down Crohn’s Disease and finally built a group of friends I could trust.

13. Rome—A place that feels like home, even to a girl from nowhere.


